conditions and observed for five minutes.
Conditions were classified into three; homogeneous non-pitfall, heterogeneous non-pitfall and pitfall situations. Animals successfully avoided pitfalls when motion parallax existed between two surfaces.
Density difference was shown to be ineffective as avoidance cue when isolated from motion cue.
Animals locomoted vivaciously and speedily, covering a long distance in the non-pitfall and the pitfall situations without motion parallax, while in the pitfall situation with motion cue their locomotion was reduced and they stayed at a position for a long time.
Such findings reconfirmed the previous ones obtained by Gibson, Walk and others. Comprehensive studies which Gibson, Walk, and their collaborators made by means of the visual cliff technique have provided us with much suggestive information on visual depth perception. Their experiments made use of a sort of optical testing situation which permitted comparative studies and which allowed the same essential stimulus variables to be applied to a number of different animal species (Gibson, E. J. & Walk, 1960; Routtenberg & Glickman, 1964; Walk, 1972) . Moreover, their data have a direct bearing on the nature-nurture problem of depth perception, since the technique could be applied without any special training even when the animal had had no previous visual experience at all (Lashley & Russell, 1934; Walk & Gibson, E.J., 1961) .
Their findings may be summarized as follows : (1) All of the animals studied (human infants, monkeys, kittens, dogs, pigs, lambs, kids, rats, chicks, land and aquatic turtles, so on) discriminated depth visually by the time on which locomotion became possible, but this time varied widely among species. (2) Analysis of the cues on which animal's preference depended suggested that motion perspective is essential for visual depth perception, while density perspective is acquired as a cue on the basis of contingency with the motion cue. (3) Observation of animal's behavior on the edge of cliff suggested that it depended on fear. Response to the loss of visual support seems to be unlearned, a reflex, and may be related to its own way of life. The strongest reaction was the reflex-like backing response accompanied by forelimb rigidity which was observed among ungulates like lambs or kids. Loss of visual support failed to produce any remarkable reaction with animals like rats or aquatic turtles whose behavior is not guided so dominantly through visual perception as ungulate's one.
Such a difference in reactions, therefore, might indicate differences in the degree of fear generated by the visual cliff and in the importance of visual perception in the adaptation.
Though Gibson and others' studies gave us much on the genesis of depth perception, some problems remain still unsolved.
First, their visual cliff situation consisted of two surfaces, deep and shallow sides and forced an animal to step down to either side from a centerboard. If an animal perceives depth visually in such a situation, he would naturally hesitate or resist to step down to either side, thus stay on the centerboard. In spite of that, the frequency of no responses was discarded in their data-processing. Secondly, linear perspective was not separated completely from motion perspective because the visual cue generated from side walls of the cliff seems to act inevitably as one of the determinants for choice response. When one proceeds to inquire the process in which density perspective acquires the cue value for visual depth perception, such a separation will be basically required.
Thirdly, the kind of animals used could be questioned. In their cue analysis they used hooded rats as subjects, Rat, however, is a kind of animal whose behavior is steered mainly by the aid of tactual and olfactory cues, not by the visual one. In facts, rats showed poor performance as well as just insensitive reactions to the loss of visual support. Thus the adequacy of rat as a' tester' remains doubtful. Finally cited were the measurement of fear and the interpretation of species differences from it. They ranked the degree of fear generated by the loss of visual support or the behavior observed on the edge of visual cliff, and asserted that such a rank-order might be corresponded with relative dominancy of visual perception in the adaptation.
Such an inference, however, may be doubtful when one consider that each species has its unique response repertoire. Some physiological measures would make such a comparison among species easier.
The present authors mainly aim at tracing the process in which depth perception is elaborated from its beginning ontogenetically. Before setting up it, problems just cited above will have to be discussed. In this article the authors at-
A schematic representation of the visual pitfall situation. As menioned above, their visual cliff situation is a forced choice one. The authors devised a kind of visual pitfall shown in Fig. 1 and attempted to see whether animals avoid pitfalls in such a freely explorable situation. Our pitfall situation has an advantage of isolating motion parallax more easily from linear perspective formed by side walls than a visual cliff situation. Therefore, effect of each cue can be isolated more fully and systematically in our situation. For the subject used, chicks were chosen because they are visually guided and can locomote freely shortly after birth (Fishman & Tallarico, 1961) . Their locomotive activities may be convenient for behavior observation.
Method
Apparatus. Behavior space is a sort of freely explorable open field on which six visual pitfalls are scattered randomly to block an animal from 
